Agenda

09:30 – 11:00 Committee meeting

1. Welcome

2. Reviewing changes in Rules and Regulations

   Changes 1, document: GAC 2016 Precision Flying Rules (Kurt Norrevik - Allan Hansen corr.)
   Corrections for wrong references in paragraphs and T.O.C, formatting errors etc.

   Changes 2, document: GAC 2016 Precision Flying Rules (Frank Eckard, corr.)
   Corrections for spelling and grammar.

   Changes 1-2 summarized in the document: GAC 2016 Precision Flying Rules (All corr.)

3. Proposed changes in Rules and Regulations

   • Proposed changes from Poland:
     Document: Precision Flying Rules (Proposed changes POLAND)

   • Proposed changes / comments from South Africa:
     Document: Comments on Precision Rules 2016 (Frank Eckard)

11:00 – 11:15 Coffee break

11:15 – 12:30 Committee meeting

4. Use of electronic equipment in Precision Flying Competitions

   • Discussion. Mail correspondence: April-July 2016
   • Changes in Rules and Regulations

5. Future events

Allan Hansen, Chairman